A FIGURAL BOTTLE IS ONE WHICH IS MADE TO RESEMBLE A FIGURE SUCH AS A HORSE, PIPE, BELL ETC. THIS GUIDE INCLUDES ONLY AVON GLASS FIGURAL BOTTLES AND THEY ARE PICTURED ACCORDING TO DATE OF FIRST ISSUE. SOME BOTTLES HAVE BEEN RE-ISSUED IN SUBSEQUENT YEARS. THIS GUIDE INCLUDES ALL AVON GLASS FIGURAL BOTTLES FROM 1948 THRU 1970. PRICES QUOTED ARE AN AVERAGE DETERMINED BY COLLECTORS AND DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES, AND ARE FOR EMPTY BOTTLES IN MINT CONDITION INCLUDING TOPS, HOLDERS, HANDLES AND LABELS.

THE AUTHOR DOES NOT BUY OR SELL BOTTLES

'70 PICTURE $12
FRAME COLOGNE

'70 LADY $6
SLIPPER (BOW)

'70 PERFUME $8
PETITE

'70 GEORGE WASH- $4
INGTON DECANTER

'70 THE SPIRIT $10
OF ST. LOUIS

'70 SMALL $4
WORLD (SPLASHU)

'70 SMALL $5
WORLD (HEIDI)

'70 FIRST CLASS $4
MALE

'70 POT-BELLY $5
STOVE

'70 LEISURE HOURS $6